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Chapter 1
General Introduction
1.1 Baekgroundofthisstudy
Five years after the invention of the scanning tunneling mieroscopy
(S'I M) [1], the atomic force mieroscopy (AFM) was invented [2] as a new

technique of the scanning probe mieroscopy (SPM). The AFM made it
possible to observe the surface of insulators with nano-scale, which was not

possible with the STM. The AFM has thus achieved a rapid development as
a technique of observation and evaluation for organic materials including
bio-materials.

DNA .is one of the most interesting and important molecules for
humankind because it carries genetic information. Since the first successful

imaging of DNA molecules with AFM in 1989 [3], many research groups
have performed AFM observation of DNA [4-7]. However, any study has
not achieved the high resolution imaging of the periodic mierostructure of
the double helix because of the 1imitation of the resolution of the AMVI, i.e.

ten nanometers. This structure has been successfu11y observed only by using

the hydration scanning tunneling mieroscopy [8] and the low-temperature

STM using pulse injection method under UHV conditions [9,10]. Despite
such achievernents, AFM imaging of DNA reniains a highly desirable goal
in the field of SPM since AFM can offer strong advantage for imaging of
insulative and bulky maeromolecules.

True atomic resolution was achieved by noncontact atomic force
mieroscopy (NC-AIM in 1995 [11]. Several groups have succeeded in
obtaining atomically resolved images ofwell-defmed clean surfaces [12, 13].

5

Recently, this technique has been applied to various surfaces includmg
oxides [14] and organic layers [15]. in such case, the interaction between tip

and sample is considered to arise from van der Waals force, electrostatic

force and covalent bondmg interaction [16]. However, the imaging
mechanism of NC-AEM is still unclear even in the case of well-defined
surfaces.

1.2 Purpose of the present study
Obtaining high resolution images of DNA is much more diflicult than
that of well-defined surfaces mainly because of following reasons: Adhesion

forces, which originate from a water andror organic contamination layer
caused by wet processes used for preparation of DNA samples, are present

even under ultradgh vacuum conditions [17]. Ms force seriously affects
the NC-AFM observation. Additionally, because of the 1arge protrusion of

DNA, AFM tips must be extremely sharp for obtaining high resolution
lmages.

The purpose of the present study is the observation of double helix
structure of DNA using NC-AFM. As deseribed in chapter 3, single- and
double-stranded DNA on mica surface were successfully observed by NCAFM in spite of the presence of the strong adhesion force on the surface.

The detailed structures of the DNA molecules were observed indicatmg
higher resolution ofNC-AFM than that of other A}FM modes. Furthermore,
it was found that contrast anifacts give various detailed structures.

in chapter 4, high resolution imaging is described that was performed on

Cu(111) surface with shape-controlled tip using NC-•AFM. in this system,

imaging of the double helix structure has been achieved. The most

6

frequently observed values of the pitch lengths (3-4 mm) are consistent with

that of the Watson-Crick model (3.4 nm). However, the observed pitch
lenghs are widely distributed in the range of 2-7 nm and the observed

height of 1 mn is half of the height in Watson-Crick model (2nm),
suggesting deformation ofDNA on the surface.

ln chapter 5, the multi-mode SPM observation is deseribed that is
carried out on Cu(111) surfaces using a conductive cantilever. ln this mode,

the STM and the NC-AF]V[ irnages can be obtained simultaneously. lhe
multi-mode SPM observation has revealed the relationship between the

S'IM image and the topography of DNA molecules, suggesting that the
density of states of DNA is two order smaller than that of Cu(1 1 1) surface.

This result indicates the potential of the multi-mode SPM to make clear the

electronic properties ofDNA molecules.
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Chapter2
Noncontact atomic force microscopy
2.1 Overview
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) provides three-dimensional real space
images of surfaces [1-3]. AFM images are obtained by scanning a tip over a

surface with constant tip-sample interaction as shown in Fig. 2-1(a). Ihe
tip-sample interaction is related to defiection of a small lever (cantilever)

which have a 1OO-200 lrm length as Mustrated in Fig. 2-1(b).

There are three modes in AFM operation, i.e. contact, tapping and
noncontact mode. The detection methods oftip-sample interactions in these
modes are different from each other, ln contact-mode AFM, a tip contacts
with surface statically as shown in Fig. 2-2(a). Tip-sample interaction (17) is
related to the cantilever's deflection (ztz):

F==-kztz
where k is cantilever's spring constant. An absolute value of F can be
measured only in this mode.

ln tapping mode AFM (TM-AFM), a canulever is driven at fmed
frequency, and tip-sample interaction is detected as variations in the
amplitude ffig. 2-2fo)). in this mode, the tip taps a surface periodically.
This prevents moving a sample by scanning the tip.

ln noncontact AFM (NC-AFM), a candiever is driven at its resonance
frequency by applying positive feedback. The tip-sample interaction is
detected as shift of the cantilever's resonance frequency by frequency
modulation (FM) technique [4]. This mode is the most sensitive in AFM for
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detecting the tip-sample interaction. This allows us to keep tip-sample
distance constant in attractive force (noncontact) region ffig. 2-2(c)).

2.2 TheoryofNC-AFM
The cantilever's oscMation in NC-AFM is described by the equation of

motron:

nd+a2+kz+F(z)=F, cos fi (1)
where ct is a damping comstant; Fo andfare the amplitude and the frequency

of driving force, respectively. F(z) is the force acimg between tip and
surface at the relative distance z. k and m are the spimg constant and the
effective mass ofthe candlever, respectively.

Assuming small oscillation amplitude, the frequency shift (A7), which
is induced by the tip-sample interaction, is described as follows:

where fo=(]clm)M is the resonance frequency of the free cantilever. ln this
case, frequency shift is proportional to the "force gradient". Actually, the

small oscMation amplitude can not be assumed because typical oscMation

amplitude is more than 10 rm. However, equation (2) is usefu1 to
understand the distance dependence ofthe frequency shift [5-8].

Assuming smail interaction (F(z)), the frequency shift can be described
using a perturbation theory [9]:

Af i 2.fok,l },"F(z)cosede (3)
where A is the oscillation amplitude. 'Ihis equation indicate that the
frequency shift is related to not only force acting F(z) and also the
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oscillation amplitude A. This is more realistic than equation (2). The
calculated frequency shift using equation (3) is in good agreement with that

measured by NC-AFM [9-1 1].

2.3 InstrumentationofNC-AFM
in this study, NC-AFM was performed using UHV system as shown in
Fig. 2-3. 'lhis system is composed of three chambers: (1) the growth
chamber in which deposition ofmetal thin film and pulse injection of DNA
are performed; (2) the preparation chamber for Ar ion sputtering; (3) the

main and the SPM chamber in which the samples are stored and SPM
observation is performed, The base pressures ofthe growth, preparation and
SPM chamber are 10'8, 10"8 and 10-9 Torr, respectively.

Fig. 2-4 is the block diagram of AFMISTM system. Using this system,

we can perform NC-ATM (Chapter 3, 4) and multi-mode SPM (Chapter 5)
observation. ln NC-iMI, the cantilever is oscMated at its resonance

frequency by applying positive feedback. The signal of canulever's
oscMation, detected by an optical refiection method is put into the phase
locked loop (PLL) circuit to detect the resonance frequency and the twophase lock-in amplifier to detect the oscMation amplitude. Both of these
signals can be used as a feedback signal. Feedback is applied to the Z piezo
to maintain the frequency shift or oscmaation amplitude constant.

in multi-mode SPM, tip-sample distance is controlled by the tunnelmg

current using a conductive cantilever which is driven at its resonance
frequency (--300 kliiz). the turmeling current is averaged imough S [M pre-

amplifier whose tme constant is •-1 ms. The frequency shift is detected by

the optical detection technique as mentioned above. The STM image and the

12

frequency shift image are

simultaneously

operation mode [12].
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obtained in a
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Chapter 3

NC-AFM imaging of DNA moRecules
on mica surface
3.1 Introduction
Mica surface is usually used for a substrate in conventional atomic force

mieroscopy (AFM) observation of DNA [1-5]. DNA samples are prepared
by wet process in air. Therefore, water andlor contamination layers are

present on DNA samples [6]. 'Ihis is quite different from well-defined
surfaces which have observed by noncontact AFM (NC-AIFM) [7-1 1].

in this chapter, NC-AFM observation of DNA molecules on mica
surface is described. Force and frequency shift measurements revealed that

water andior contamination layer, which cause strong adliesion force, is

present even under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) condition. lhis measurement
also revealed that electrostatic force makes 1arge background force.

in spite of the presence of these long-range forces, single- and double-

stranded DNA on mica were successfully observed by NC-AIFM. The
resolution of the iniages obtained by NC-AFM is higher than that of TMAFM images. in addition, several NC-AF]N4 images show contrast artifacts
which might be useful for improving the resolution.

3.2 Experimental
Sampie preparation

Single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) used was M13mp18 (from Takara
Shuzo, 7250 bases) supplied at a concentration of200 pglml in a solution of

10mM Tris-HCI and lmM EDTA. in order to reduce its higher-ordered
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structure, the ssDNA was denatured in 20/o formaldehyde solution for 10
hours at room temperature. The final concentration of ssDNA was 20 pgtmi.

Double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) used was pBlueseript ll KS(-) (from
Sl RATEGENE, 2961 base pairs) supplied at a concentration of 1000 pglmi.
I he dsDNA was diluted with water, and the final concentration of dsDNA

was 10 pgtmi.
Freshly cleaved mica was used for a substrate to deposit DNA. To avoid

substrate roughening, Mg(ID ion coating, which is usuaky used for
controlling charge at the substrate, was not performed. Ihe DNA was
deposited on this substrate by placing a 1 pl drop of DNA solution on the
substrate for several minutes. The solution was then removed by air-blowing.

All samples were observed by NC-•AFM in vacuum after TM-AFM
observation in air.

NC-•AFM imaging
NC••AMV[ observation was performed using an in-house UHV system
equipped with a scanning probe mieroscope head (manufactured by JEOL).

'Ihe DNA samples were loaded into the chamber and observed without or

with preliminary treatments such as annealing. [he rectangular Si
cantilevers used had a spring constant of 30 Nlm and a resonant frequency

of 300 kHz. The cantilevers were used without any treatment. Ihe tipsample interaction was detected by frequency modulation (FM) detection as
described in chapter 2. lhe frequency shift was used to control the tipsample distance constant with constant oscMation energy.

TM-AliM imaging
To perform TM-AFM imaging in air, a conventional atomic force
mieroscope (by Seiko instruments) was used. 'Ihe rectangular Si cantilever
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used had a spring constant of 15 Nlm and a resonant frequency of 135 kHz.
The interaction between the tip and the sample was detected by amplitude

modulation (AM) detection. All TM-AFM images were taken in constant

amplitude mode, which provides a topographic image. The feedback
amplitude was set to 70 O/o ofthe free-oscMation amplitude.

Frequency shift and force measurement
Frequency shift and force curve measurements were carried out using
the same system used for NC-AFM observation. Three knds of cantilevers
were used: (1) rectangular undoped Si canulevers with a spring constant of

15 Nlm and a resonance frequency of 230 kli[z; (2) rectangular doped Si
candiever (B doped O.O02 S2cm) having a spring constant of 15 Nlm and a
resonance frequency of 330 kliiz; (3) tetragonal SiN cantilever having a
spring constant of O.09 N/m. The rectangular cantilevers were used for the

frequency shift measurement and the tetragonal cantilevers were used for
the force measurenlent.

3.3 infiuenceofadhesionandelectrostaticforce

inNCeAFM
3.3.1 Adhesionforceonmicasurface
Figure 3-1 shows the force curves (force-distance cuives) measured on a

mica surface. ln this figure, negative and positive values correspond to
attractive and repulsive forces, respectively. the maximum attractive force

shows an adhesion force between the tip and the sample. The adhesion force
measured in air is about 10 nlNr as shown in Fig. 3-1(a). Figure 3-1(b) shows

the force curve measured after the sample was left ovemight in UHV at
room temperature. The value of the adhesion force measured in UHV was
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equal to that measured in air. Conversely, after the sample was annealed at

1OO OC for 30 minutes, the adhesion force was half ofthe value measured in
air, as shown in Fig. 3-1(c). This indicates that the annealing is necessary

even in UHV to reduce the adhesion force which is caused by water andlor
contamination layer on the mica surface.

3.3.2 Frequencyshift
lhe electrostatic force is described as a function of surface potentials:
FOC ( Vtip- Vsample)2

where Vtip and Vsampie are potential oftip and surface, respectively. Fig. 3-2

shows a relationship between the tip bias voltage and the tip displacement

measured on untreated mica surface. The frequency shift was set to 30 Hz.

The curve shows the parabolic shape. The mmimum value is obtained at -4

V. The minimum values do not occur at zero bias voltage implying the
difference of surface potential between the tip and the sample.

The effects of sample annealing and tip bias appear in the relationship

between frequency shift and distance as shown in Fig. 3-3. Curve 1
represents the measurement for an untreated mica surface without tip bias.
Curve 2 shows the result for an untreated mica surface with tip bias of -3.5

V, which was chosen to mmimize the difference of surface potentials.
Curve 3 shows the result for an annealed mica surface with the bias of -2.0
V. I hese curves can be characterized by the slopes in region A and B which
are related to long-range interaction (i.e., adhesion and electrostatic forces)
and short-range interaction (i.e., van der Waals force), respectively. Curve 1

decreases slowly in region A, indicating presence of the electrostatic and!or

adhesion forces. ']hese interactions can be reduced by supplying tip bias

voltage as curve 2 shows, The flat dependence in region A can only be
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achieved by combining annealing the sample and supplying tip bias as
shown in curve 3. Ms suggests that sample annealing and tip bias eliminate
adhesion and electrostatic forces.

3.3.3 NC-AFMimaging
NC-AFM imaging was performed on mica surfaces to confum infiuence
of adhesion and electrostatic forces. Fig. 3-4 shows NC-•AFM images of

DNA on an untreated mica surface. Just after approaclmg a tip to the
sample, DNA fragments were observed at a frequency shift of 15 HZ as
shown in (a). At the second irnaging, however, the fragments were not
observed at a frequency shift of 15 Hz as shown in (b). The fragments were

observed at a frequency shift of more than 50 Hz. An unclear rod 1ike
structure, which is not observed in (a), was observed in fo), suggesting that
1arge long-range force, i.e. electrostatic force, is present. After annealing the

sample, DNA molecules were stably observed at a frequency shift of 20 HZ
as shown in Fig. 3-5. These results indicate that the surface is locally
charged up under the presence of water andlor contamination layers, which

disturb NC-AFM imaging.
Fig. 3-6 shows the results of controlling the electrostatic force by
supplying tip bias voltage. ln this experiment, the sample was annealed at

100 OC for 30 minutes. DNA molecules were observed with frequency shift
of 23 Hz at tip bias voltage of -1.9 V which gives a minimum electrostatic

force. Conversely, without bias voltage, DNA molecule was not observed
with a frequency shift of 23 Hz. This result indicates that the electrostatic
force can be reduced by supplying tip bias voltage.
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3.4 Highresolutionimagingofsingle-a"ddouble-stranded
DNA on mica surfaee
The samples in this expetment were not annealed to avoid thermal
deterioration of DNA. [his means that adhesion and electrostatic forces
were present in all samples as mentioned above. When frequency shift is set

to 100 Hz the tip probes mainly these long-range forces and the NC-AFM
irnage shows weak contrast as shown in Fig 3-7(a). [he clear contrast image

as shown in Fig. 3-7(b) requires a frequency shift to be as 1arge as the
critical value of 150 Hz.

Figure 3-8(a) shows a topographic image of ssDNA taken by TIV[-AFM
in air. Two strands can be seen in this image. Many kiriks and nodes, which

are caused by higher-ordered stucture of ssDNA, can be observed. [he
height and width of the ssDNA are O.6 and 15 nm, respectively, which are
consistent with the data reported by Thundat et al [5]. Figure 3-8(b) shows

the frequency-shift image of ssDNA taken by NC-AFM in vacuum
conditions with a mean frequency shift of 120 Hz and free oscMation
amplitude of 40 nm. During NC-AFIV[ irnaging, the oscillation amplitude
was reduced to 50-80 O/o of the free oscMation amplitude. [his image also

reveals imany kinks and nodes and awidth of 10 nm, which is almost the

same as the 'IM-AFM image. However, the magnified image in Figure 38(c) reveals a coiling structure with a resolution of 3 nm which cannot be

observed by TM-AIFM.

The difirerence in resolution between TM- and NC-AFM was also
observed for dsDNA. Figure 3-9(a) shows the topographic image of dsDNA
taken by [M-AFM in air. in this image, two DNA strands can be seen. Its
height and width are O.7 nm and 20 nm, respectively. The DNA strands are
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piled up at the center ofthe image. At this point, height ofthe DNA is 1 nm,

which is O.3 nm larger than that of other points. However, each DNA strand

can barely be discerned. Figures 3-9(b) and (c) show the frequency-shift

images taken by NC-AFM with a mean frequency shift of 130 Hz and free
oscillation amplitude of 20 nm. in Fig. 3-9(b), two dsDNA strands can be
seen and the width ofthe dsDNA is 1O rm. This value is halfofthe value in

TM-AFM. The dsDNA strands have many nodes and are twisted together at
the point indicated by the arrow. Ms wisted stuctme can be clearly seen

in the magnified image as shown in Fig. 3-9(c). Two DNA strands are
separated at the upper-left and the lower-right sides of this image and are
twisted at the center ofthe image.

Figure 3-10 shows the magnified image ofFig 3-9(b) and the sectional
profde along the dsDNA strand. in Fig. 3-10(a), DNA's structures on the
right and left side of a kink, which is shown at the center of this image, are

quite different. On the right side, the DNA molecule shows a helix structure

and the strands are separated at both end. The pitch length of the helix
structure is 6-8 rm as shown in Fig. 3-10(b). This value is 2 dmes as large

as that of Watson-Crick model, indicating deformation of double helix

stmcture. On the left hand, the DNA molecule has some nodes, but the
double helix structure can not be seen. This suggests that the DNA keep the
Watson-Crick double helix structure on this side.

The NC-AFM images of ssDNA and dsDNA reveal detailed stuctures
which cannot be seen in the [[M-AFM images. There are two possibilities to
explain this difference. One is a structural change caused by the atmosphere

presence during measurement. The TM-AFM imaging was performed in air,

which contains a large proportion of water. ln contrast, the NC-AFM
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imaging was performed in vacuum, which is a totally dry environment. If

the DNA structures become looser under such dry conditions, thereby
inereasing their degree of contact with the substrate, they would then be
easier to observe in vacuum than in air.

Another possibility is the difference in resolution between NC-AFM and

TM-AFM. ln both operating modes, the widths of the DNA images are
almost equal (•-1O nm). Since the actual width of a DNA molecule is 2 nm,
the observed width would reflect only the tip radius (•--1O nm) in both modes.

However, NC-AFM is more highly sensitive to the interaction between the
tip and the sample than TM-AFM resulting in a high-contrast resolution in
terms of the gray-scale. A possible mechanism of the NC- and TIV[••AFM is
schematically Mustrated in Figure 3-11. Assuming that the tip is composed
ofa bulk-tip having a 10 rm diameter and a nano-tip located at the top of

the bulk-tip, these contribute to a NC-AFM imaging. ln each case of NCand TIV[d•AFM imaging, the bulk tip forrns the outline ofthe DNA molecule.
Ihe width of the outline related to the bulk tip radius (-10 rm). ln the case

of NC-AFM imaging, the nano-tip can trace the detailed structure because
the extremely high sensitivity of NC••AFM prevents the deformation of the

mini-tip (Fig. 3-11(a)). As a result, NC-AFM is able to reveal detailed
features in the outline ofthe DNA strands.

This high-contrast resolution causes the contrast artifacts which often

appear depending on the oscMation amplitude andlor feedback conditions.

Figure 3-12(a) shows a topographic image of ssDNA taken by NC-AFM.
The contrast ofthis image is reversed and the edges on the both sides ofthe

ssDNA are enhanced. Considering the actual width ofDNA, the separation
between these edges might be due to the tip radius. Figure 3-12(b) shows an
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image of aggregated ssDNA strands. ln this image, the sharp 1ines and
folded structure can be clearly seen. The origin of these contrast artifacts is

currently unclear. However, they might provide information on the detailed
stmcture, suggesting the possibility of improving the resolution ofNC-AFM.

3.5 Conclusion
We have successfully imaged single- and double-stranded DNA
adsorbed on mica substrate by NC-AFM in vacuum. Despite the existence
of strong adhesion andlor electrostatic forces, high-resolution DNA images

were obtained by NC-AFM. NC-AFM images reveal the detailed structures,

including the coiling stmcture of single-stranded DNA and the helix
structure of double-stranded DNA, which are not revealed by TM-AFM.

Several NC-AFM images have contrast artifacts which might provide
information of detailed structures. These results suggest the possibility of

irnproving resolution of NC-AFM images even further, which is an
encouraging step toward directly observing the double helix and analyzing

the base sequence ofDNA.
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Force-distance curves measured on a mica surface.
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Variation of frequency shift as a function of the tip-sample distance.
These curves were obtained (1) at tip bias ofO V for an untreated mica,
(2) at tip bias of -3.5 V for an untreated mica and (3) at tip bias of-2 V

for an annealed mica.
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Fig. 3-4

NC-AFM images obtained on an untreated sample at of
frequency shift of 15 Hz. (a) The first scan and (b) the
second scan after approaching the tip to sample.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3-5

NC-AFM images obtained on annealed sample at
frequency shift of 20 H2. (a) The first and (b) the second
scan after approaching the tip to sample.
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Fig. 3-6

NC-AFM images obtained after annealing the sample
bias voltage of-1.9 V and (b) O V

. The frequency shift

with (a) tip

was 23 Hz.
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Fig. 3-7

NC-AFM images of aggregated single-stranded DNA
obtained at frequency shift of(a) 100 Hz and (b) 150 Hz.
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Fig. 3-8

Single-stranded DNA images observed by TM-AFM and NCAFM: (a) Topographic image taken by [M-AFM. (b) Frequency
shift image taken by NC-AFM. (c) A magnified image of (b).
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Fig. 3-9

Double-stranded DNA images observed by TM-AFM and NC-

AFM: (a) Topographic image taken by TM-AFM. (b)
Frequency shift image taken by NC-AFM. (c) A magnified
image of (b).
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(a) Double-stranded DNA image observed by NC-AFM.
(b) Sectional profiles of(a) along the line.
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Fig. 3-11
Schematic illustration for possible mechanism of contrast artifact.

(a) Both mesoscopic and nano tip are able to contribute to NCAFM images. (b) Nano-tip is not active for imaging in TM-AFM.
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Fig. 3-12

Contrast artifact in single-stranded DNA images taken by NC-AFM.
Image (a) shows the reversed contrast and edge enhancement on a

DNA image and image (b) shows the sharp lines and folded
structures.
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Chapter 4
Imaging of double helix structure

on Cu(111) surface
4.1 Introduction
As described in chapter 3, single- and double-stranded DNA have been
successfu11y observed by NC-AFM in spite of the presence of the strong
adhesion and electrostatic forces. The observed NC-AFM images had higher
resolution than that of TM-AFM irnages. This shows that current resolution
1mits mainly arise from difficulty of controlling a tip shape.

Because of high topological protrusion of DNA molecules, high aspect
ratio and small apex radius is required for high-resolution imaging of DNA

molecules. Supplying high bias voltage induces migration of tip andlor
surface atoms. This akows us to control the tip shape [1]. in this chapter,

NC-AFM observation on Cu(111) surface using shape-controlled tip to
observe double helix of DNA is deseribed. The NC-AFM images revealed
the DNA double helix structure that has not been observed using AFM to
date.

4.2 Experimental
'Ihe circular double-stranded DNA used was pBluescript ll KS(-)
(SrmTEGENE, 2961 base pairs) supplied at a concentration of 1000
pg/mi. It was diluted with water to produce a fmal concentration of 10
pg!mi. The DNA molecules were deposited on Cu(111) surface using pulse
injection method [2-4]. Fig. 4-1 shows a schematic illustration of the pulse

injection method. 'Ihe substrate was set below the pulse valve and the
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distance between the substrate and the valve was about 13 cm. 'Ihis system

was equipped wnh the evaporation chamber (see chapter 2). About 100 pl
of the solution was injected. This changed pressure form 10-g to 10-3 Torr.
After deposition, the sample was transferred to SPM head.

Rectangular Si cantilevers (silicon-MDT) were used which had a spring

constant of 14 Nlm and a resonant frequency of 300 kHz. The cantilevers
were highly doped with boron and their specific resistance was O.002 S[ 2cm.

Fig. 4-2 shows the schematic diagram ofNC-AFM. Defiection a cantilever

was detected by optical reflection method. The cantilever was kept
oscMating at its resonant frequency by applying positive feedback with
constant excitation energy. The oscMation signal was put into the two-phase
lock-in amplifier to detect the oscMation amplitude and put into the phase-

locked loop circuit to detect frequency shift. The oscMation amplitude was

used for feedback to keep the tip-sample distance constang i.e. constant-

amplitude mode. This mode is more stable than constant-frequency-shift

mode for scanning DNA samples, which may include unavoidably 1arge
particles. Particles ranging from 4 to 6 rm height could be traced in
constant-amplitude mode but not in constant-frequency-shift mode. 11he
oscillation amplitude was set to 900/o of the free oscillation amplitude for

imaging. The mean frequency shift was 100.200 Hz.

4.3 Resultsanddiscussion
4.3.1 Cu(111)surface
The substrate used was a Cu(111) thin fim deposited on cleaved mica

surface. The Cu(111) thin fdm was fabricated in growth chamber whose
base pressure is 10'8 Torr (see chapter 2). Before deposition, the mica
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substrate was annealed for outgassing at 250 OC for 20 min. Cu was
evaporated for 9 min wnh deposition rate of O.1 nmls and substrate
temperature of about 200 OC. Then the Cu thin film annealed at 600 OC fer
2 min. Fig. 4-3 shows (a) a STM image and (b) a sectional profile of the
Cu(111) surface observed at sample voltage of-1 V and tunneling current of
O.1 nA. Steps can be seen in (a). Its height is O.2 nm, which is consistent
with single atomic-step height.

4.3.2 PulseinjectioRmethod
On the metal surface, aqueous solution forms a spherical shape because
of hydrophobic property of metal surface. in such case, solute is dispersed

toward edge ofa drop by capillary flow [5]. Fig. 4-4 shows [M-AFM

images of DNA deposited on Au surface by dropping and drying DNA
solution (drop-and-dry method). At the edge of the drop, DNA formed a
network structure whose height is 2-5 nm as shown in (a). At the center of

the drop, there were many particles and DNA can not be observed as shown
in (b). These resuks indicate that this method is not suitable to deposit DNA

molecules on metal surface.

Fig. 4-5 shows NC-AFM images of DNA molecules deposited on (a)
mica and (b) Au surface by the drop-and-dry method and Au surface by the

pulse injection method. Isolated DNA molecules were observed in (a) and

(c). On the other hand, DNA molecules were aggregated as shown in (b).
These results indicate that the pulse injection method is useful to deposit

DNA molecule on metal surface.

4.3.3 Tiptreatment
Following procedure was used to improve a tip showing in Fig. 4-6.
First, Si02 layer, which is formed naturally on a tip surface, was removed
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by pushng the tip onto a surface with a load of O.1-1.0 pN. The bare Si
surface then appeared on the tip surface. Subsequently, high voltage was
applied between the tip and the sample to form a needle-shaped tip. ln this

process, tip-sample distance was kept with the tunneling current wnhout
cantilever's oscillation. The supplied voltage was +!-10 V. Fig 4-7 shows

tumieling current spectra measured on Cu(111) surface with conductive
cantilever. Tumeling current is rectified before supplying high bias,
indicaimg the presence of schottky btmer. Ms btmer can be elinimated by
supplying high bias as shown in fo), 'Ihe detailed procedure and mechanism
of forrnation of the needle-shaped tip has been previously reported by Heike
et al [1].

4.3.4 Imaging of double helix structure by NC-AEM
Fig. 4-8 shows NC-AF]N4 images and a sectional profiles of double-

stranded DNA on Cu(111) observed by NC-AFM (a) before and (b) after
the tip-sharpening process. in (a), DNA molecules can be seen at the center

ofthe image. The DNA can be seen to have a width of7 nm which is much
greater than the diameter of actual DNA and almost equal to the value
obtained by 'IM-AFM in air. For this reason, this value merely reflects the
tip radius. After the tip was sharpeneq the resolution improved dramatically

as shown in Fig. 4-8(b). The steps and triangular terraces of the Cu(111)
surface can be clearly seen. 'Ihe observed step height of Cu(111) is O.2 nm,
which agrees closely with a height ofsingle atomic step of Cu(111). ln this

image, a partially erossed double-stranded DNA molecule about 4 nm wide
can also be observed. The width suggests that resolution of the image is
significantly tmproved in comparison with previously reported DNA images
by AFM in any scan mode. Such extreme change in resolution is unusual in
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Table 1

Height of double-stranded DNA observed by NC-AFM (constant frequency-shift
mode and constant amplitude mode) in vacuum and TM-AEM in air, The substrates
used were Cu(111) and mica.
force

constant

NC-AFM
(in vacuum)

TM-AFM
in air

frequency-shift

o.os-o.4 nN
attracttve

constant

<<1nN

amplimde

re ulsive

Cu(111)

mica

O.3-O.6 um

-1 nm

O.6-O.8 nm

1-10 nN
re ulsive

•-

O.8 nm

any AFM operating mode except for NC-AFM. A possible mechanism for
this sudden change is illustrated in Fig. 4-9. Assunimg that the nano-tip is

formed using the tip-improvement procedure mentioned above, this nano-tip
can only be used in noncontact mode as the extremely high sensitivity of

NC-AFM prevents deformation ofthe nano-tip.
Fig. 4-10 shows high-resolution images of the DNA molecule, Periodic

cormgation along the DNA molecules is observed in Fig 4-10(a). This

image differs significantly from featureless DNA images previously
obtained by tapping-mode AFM in air. 'Ihe repeat distance of this periodic

srmcture is 3-5 rm as shown in Fig 4-10(b). 'Ihis value agrees with the
periodicity ofWatson-Crick model, indicating that the double helix structure

was successfiilly observed by NC-AFM. Fig. 4-1 1(a) shows the disuibution
of the pitch lengths of the double helix structure observed in Fig. 4-10. The

most frequentiy value is 3.5-4.0 nm refiecting the Watson-Crick double
helix srmcture. However, the pitch lengths were widely distributed in the

range of2-7 nm.
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Table 2

The stmcture of double-stranded DNA observed by NC-AFIV[ and Watson-Crick
model.

NC-AFM
Height

O.6-O.8 nm

Pitch length

24 nm

Width

4 nm

(34 nm)

Watson-Crick model
2 nrn

3.4 nm

2 nm

Conversely, the observed height ofthe DNA molecule is --1 rm which is

obviously lower than that of Watson-Crick model (2 nm). Table 1 shows

heights of DNA molecules observed on Cu(111) and mica surfaces using

amplitude and frequency-shift mode ofNC-AFM in vacuum and [M-AFM
in air. Typical tip-sample interactions in frequency-shift mode of NC•-AFM

and [M-AFM have been estmated as aturactive force ofO.05-O.1 nN [6-9]

and repulsive force of 1-10nN [10], respectively. The interaction in
amplitude mode is supposed to be middle of these interactions. In spite of

such difference of the tip-sample interactions, the DNA heights were
observed as O.5-1 nm. This indicates that tip-sample interactions in NC-

AFM observation do not deforrn DNA molecule, and the height of DNA on
surfaces is actually 1 nm.

The observed DNA structure is compared with Watson-Crick model in
Table 2. Most frequently value of observed pitch length is 3.5-4.0 nm which

is consistent with the Watson-Crick model. However, the height is half of

the value of Watson-Crick model and the pitch lengths are widely
distributed. These results suggest that the double helix structure was
deformed on Cu(1 1 1) surface.
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"Ihere are two possibilities for the deformation ofDNA molecules. One

is deformation on surface. Double helix structure is mainly formed by
hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interaction between nucleic acid bases.
Especially, hydrophobic interaction is important to stabilize the double helix

srmcnte. Ms interaction, however, disappears in vacuum which is totahy
dry environment. in such case, the double helix structure can be deformed
on surface by interaction between DNA molecules and the surface.
The other is deformation in solution. Cation also stabilizes the double
helix srmcture because cation sereens negative charge in phosphate group of

DNA. The denaturing temperature of double helix structure (T.) is
fluctuated by concentration ofcation ([M']):

AT.=:16.61og[M'] (3xlO`<[M']<-O.2M)
where ATm is variation of T., in this experirnent, T. was decreased by 35

OC because the concentration ofDNA solution became 100 times smaller by
dilution with water. This suggests that the dilution make the double helix
stmcture unstable in solution.

The deformation mechanism of DNA molecule and interaction between
DNA and surface are still unclear. However, it has been found that NCAFM provides local double helix structure of DNA molecule. This shows a
capability ofNC-AFM for observation ofbio-material including DNA.

4.4 Conclusion
We have successfully applied NC-AFM to observe double-stranded
DNA deposited on Cu(111) surface using a shape-controlled tip. The
resulting NC-AFM images revealed the double-helix structure that has not

been possible to obtain using AFM. The most frequently value of the
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observed pitch lengths was consistent with that of Watson-Crick model.
However, the pitch lengths were widely distributed in the range of 2-7 mm
and the height was 1 nm suggesting the deformation ofDNA on the surface.

[his deformation might be caused by reducing the base stacking energy
andlor concentration of cation. These results prove that NC-AFM is usefu1
to reveal DNA's propenies.
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Schematic diagram ofNC-AFM.
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(a) S'IM image ofCu(1 1 1) surface using conductive cantilever.

Sample bias and tunneling current were -1 V and O.1 nA,
respectively. (b) Sectional profile of(a) along the line.
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Fig.4-4

TM-AFM images ofDNA deposited on Au surface observed
(a) at the center and (b) edge ofthe droplet.
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Fig. 4-5

NC-AFM images of Double-stranded DNA deposited (a) on
mica and (b) on Au surface by drop-and-dry method and (c) on
Au surface by pulse injection method.
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Fig. 4-6

Scheme of tip sharpening process. (a) Tip is pushed to the
surface with a load of O.1-1 ptN for removing Si02 layer. (b)
Bias voltage of +1-1O V is supplied between tip and surface for
forming the needle-shaped tip.
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Tunneling current spectra measured on Cu(111) surface
using conductive cantilever: (a) before and (b) after
supplying high bias voltage of +1-1O V.
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NC-AFM images and sectional profiles along the lines (a)
before and fo) after tip sharpening.
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Schematic illustration of imaging mechanism
AFM in case of (a) dull 'tip and (b) sharp tip.
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Fig. 4-1O

High resolution images of double-stranded DNA observed
by NC-AFM. (b) is a magnified image of(a).
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Distribution of the pitch length of double-stranded

DNA observed by NC-AFM.
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Chapter 5

MuRti-mode SPM observation
5-1 Introduction
One of the most important issues for DNA observation is imaging of
local electronic stmcture of DNA (e.g. density of states: DOS). An isolate

nucleic acid base shows the characteristic bias voltage dependence in
scanning tunneling microscopy (S'IM) observation [1,2]. Ms result shows
possibilities to distinguish four kinds of nucleic acid bases and determine

base sequence with STM. Recentiy, DNA based nano-scale devises have

been proposed [3-8]. Many research groups have investigated the
conductivity of DNA [9-13]. These results suggest that conductivity of
DNA is related to energy levels of nucleic acid bases and its sequence.
However, it is still unclear.

ln this chapter, multi-mode SPM observation of DNA molecule is
described. ln the multi-mode SPM, frequency shift image, which gives us
information related to topography, was sirnultaneously observed with STM
image using conductive cantilevers. The results revealed the relationship

between the STM image and the topography of DNA molecule. This is a
great advantage ofthe multi-mode SPM to observe local electronic stmcture

of DNA molecule.

5-2 Experimental
Fig. 5-1 shows a schematic diagram of the multi-mode SPM. Tipsample distance was controlled by tunneling current with a conductive
cantilever which was oscillated at its resonance frequency (-300 kHz) by

applying positive feedback. The tunneling current was averaged through
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S'IINt[ pre-amplifier whose ime constant is --1 ms. Frequency shift was

observed by optical reflection method though phase-locked-loop (PLL)
circuit. 'Ihe S [M image and the frequency shift image were simultaneously
obtained in a scan using this operation mode. The sample bias voltage and
the average tunneling current were set to +3 V and 1O pA, respectively.

The cantilever and sample preparation are described in chapter 4

5-3 Resultsanddiscussion
Fig. 5-2 shows (a) a STM image and (b) a simultaneously observed
frequency shift image obtained by multi-mode SPM. ln the ST[M image aig.
5-2(a)), a multi atomic step of Cu(111) having a height of O.8 rm (at the
center) and a single atomic step having a height of O.2 nm (at the upper-left

side) can be seen. At the center ofthis image, double-stranded DNA, having
many protrusions whose periodicity is 3-5 nm, can also be seen. The period
ofthe protrusions is consistent with the Watson-Crick model, indicating that

the double helix stmcture can be observed by the multi-mode SPM.

The average frequency shift in multi-mode SPM at the bias voltage of
3.0 V was 1OO-200 Hz. The typical frequency shift in NC-AFM observation
(frequency shift feedback) without bias vohage was 5-30 lh. Ms indicates

that frequency shift in multi-mode SPM (100-200 H2) mainly arises from
electrostatic force caused by bias voltage. in spite of the presence of
electrostatic force, the DNA molecule was also observed in frequency shift

image as shown in Fig. 5-2(b) because the electrostatic force forms a
uniform background over the surface. Ihe frequency shift image of DNA
molecule is quite sirnilar to the S'IM image. On the other hand, the Cu(111)

steps in the frequency shift image show low contrast, and many particles
can be seen only in the frequency shift image.
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Figure 5-3 shows sectional profiles of(a) STM image and (b) frequency

shift image across the DNA molecule. The corrugations of DNA molecule

in the STM tmage (SlM height) and in frequency shift image (Af
corrugation) are O.8 nm and 4.5 Hz, respectively. On the other hand, at the

Cu(111) step (indicated by arrows in Fig. 5-4(b)) which have O.2 nm height
in the S [M tmage (Fig. 5-4(a)), Afcormgation are O Eiz as shown in Fig. 5-

4(b). The Cu(111) steps in the frequency shift image are observed by
transient response of feedback loop. in contrast, the frequency shift tmage

(Fig. 5-5(b)) shows many particles which might be EDTA (Ethylenediamine-tetraacetic acid) molecules included in buffer solution. The Af
corrugation of the molecule is 3.5 Hz. This molecule can not be seen in the

STM image as shown in Fig. 5-5(a).

The correlation between STM height and Afcorrugation in multi-mode
SPM is plotted in Fig. 5-6. Solid circle, open square and eross show DNA
molecules, Cu(1 1 1) steps and EDTA molecules, respectively. Afcorrugation

of DNA molecules is roughly proponional to the STM height. On the other
hana the data for Cu(111) steps are located on the horizontal axis and the
data for EDTA molecules are distributed near the vertical axis. These results

can be explained as follows. The Afcorrugation is caused by a change of
tip-sample distance. The tip-sample distance is kept constant above and
below the Cu(111) steps with constant tunneling cunent. Therefore, the Af

is not changed at the Cu(111) steps. in contrast, in the case of EDTA
molecule, the tip-sample distance become close on the molecules because

EDTA molecules can not be observed in STM images. This originates the
Af corrugation on the molecules. These results suggest that the tip-sample

distance become close on DNA molecule in multi-mode SPM.
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Fig. 5-7 shows the height of DNA molecules observed by multi-mode

SPM (i.e., SlM height) and by NC-AFM (NC-AFM height). NC-AFM
operation is described in chapter 4. The STM heights are distributed in the

range of O.1-O.8 nm and the average value is O.52 nm. The NC-AFM
heights are distributed in the range of O.4-O.8 nm and the average value is

O.69 rm. This indicates that STM height is O.17 nm smader than the height

of DNA molecule. 'Ihis is consistent with the results of the multi-mode

SPM observation.
Fig. 5-8 shows the schematic illustration of relationship between STM
image in multi-mode SPM and topography ofDNA molecule. A tip traces a

contour of DNA molecule with constant turmeling current but the Sl M
height in multi-mode SPM is 2 A smaller than the height ofDNA molecule.
Tunneling current (It) is deseribed as Itocpexp(-VO,z), where p, Åë, and z
are local density of states (LDOS), effective tunneling barrier height and tip-

sample distance, respectively, ln Multi-mode SPM observation, the tipsample distance on DNA molecules is closer than that on Cu(111) surface
as mentioned above. There are two possibdities of changing the tip-sample
distance (z). One is reduction of effective tunneling banier height (Åë,) as

shown in Fig. 5-9(b). Assuming the tip-sample distance of 7 A on Cu
surface and DNA height of 7 A, the effective barrier height must decrease

by 2.4 eV on DNA. Compared with the value for another organic molecule
(e.g. 1 eV for an adenine molecule on SrTi03 [14]), this value is quite large.

The most provable mechanism is electron tunneling from a DNA
molecule as shown in Fig 5-9(a). ln this case, DNA molecule must have
DOS, which might hybridizes with the Cu(111) surface, at 3 eV above the
Fermi level. The experirnental results show that the tip-sample distance on
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DNA molecule is 2 A smaller than that on Cu(111) surface, suggesting that

DOS of DNA is two order smaller than that of Cu(111) surface.
Furthermore, the Af corrugation in DNA molecules reveals variation of

LDOS in a molecule because uniform effective banier height over the
molecule can be assumed (Åë,==constant). These results show the capabdity

ofmulti-mode SPM to analyze LDOS ofDNA molecule.

5-4 Conclusion
The multi-mode SPM observation of DNA molecule has been
performed on Cu(111) surface. [he double helix stmcture was observed by

the multi-mode SPM. The results indicate that DOS of DNA molecule is

two order smaller than that of Cu(111) surface, and LDOS in DNA
molecule can be observed as a function of Afby multi-mode SPM.

Further improvement is necessary to estimate LDOS of DNA molecule
quantitatively. However, multi-mode SPM allows us to defme the local
electric stucture ofDNA molecule on the surface.
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Double-stranded DNA images obtained by multi-mode SPM.
(a) STM image at sample bias of3V and tunneling current of 10pA.
(b) Frequency shift image simultaneously observed with (a)
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Correlation between corrugation of STM image (STM
height) and that of frequency shift image (Afcorrugation).

These data were obtained by multi-mode SPM.
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Histogram of heights of DNA molecules observed in

STM image in multi-mode SPM (STM height) and
NC-AFM image (NC-AFM height).
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Schematic illustration of the correlation between STM

image in multi-mode SPM and topography of DNA
molecule. The color of arrows shows the gray scale of
frequency shift image in multi-mode SPM.
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Fig. 5-9

Possible tunneling mechanism of STM observation of DNA
molecules. (a) Electrons tunnel form the DNA molecule. (b)
Electron tunneling is enhanced by the polarization of DNA
molecule.
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Chapter 6
General Conclusion
NC-AFM and multi-mode SPM observation of DNA molecules have
been performed. The periodicity of double helix structure of DNA was
successfully observed by improving the sample and tip preparation.

The NC-AFM observation on mica and Cu(111) surface have revealed
that it is possible to observe DNA under presence of strong adhesion forces
and the most essential factor for high resolution imaging is a shape of a tip.

The tip shape is controllable by supplying high bias voltage between tip and

sarnple. The improvement of the tip shape has showed a dramatically
change in resolution of DNA images and allowed us to observe the double
helix structure using NC-AFM.

Multi-mode SPM observation has revealed the correlation between the

STM image and topography of DNA on Cu(111) surface. 'Ihe density of
states of DNA molecule has, been estimated as two order smaller than
Cu(111) surface. Further improvements are necessary for quantitative
measurement. However, the results indicate the capabdity of multi-mode
SPM to make clear the electronic propenies ofDNA.
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Appendix
Controlled conjugation of nanoparticles

with single stranded DNA
A-1 Introduction
DNA, which carries genetic information, is potentially usefu1 for nanoscale devices. DNA's specific hybridization may allow molecules or clusters

to be arranged on nanometer-scale exceedmg limitations of
photolithography, the patteming size of which is limited up to the
wavelength of light (i.e., several hundred nanometers).

Several research groups have formed nano-stmctures using DNA-based
methods [1-3]. Mirkin et al. have controlled an assembly of Au nanopanicles in an aggregate structure [2]. Alivisatos el al. have proposed a

novel method of organizing Au nano-panicles based on Watson-Crick basepairing interaction [3]. 1he nano-particles were arranged by pairing an
oligonucleotide-Au complex with a DNA template. in these studies, the Au
nano-particles are combined with the oligonucleotide by thiol groups.

Conversely, a bioim-streptavidm reaction has been generally used for

marking a specific DNA sequence with various particles and phosphorous
on biochemical genetics [4,5]. This reaction is able to available for the
various applications including optical memory using phosphorous other than
the Au nano-particles.

Ms chapter deswibes a proposition of a new strategy for the controlled

arrangement of nano-particles on long single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) using
the hybridization teclmique and the biotin-streptavidin reaction. 'Ihis
chapter also describes results of observing the controlled one-to-one bindmg
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of Au nano-panicles to ssDNA molecules by atomic force microscopy

(Amo•

A-2 Experimental
'Ihe strategy for the controlled addition of an Au nano-particle to a

ssDNA molecule is shown in Fig. A-1. Tlie sequence of the biotinylated

oligonucleotide (probe ssDNA) can be chosen to ensure the complete
hybridization with the ssDNA tanplate. l he probe ssDNA catches only one
streptavidin coated Au particle using the bioim-streptavidin reaction, which

allows the Au particles to be arranged on the DNA molecule.

the ssDNA template used was M13mp18 (7246 bases, from Takara
Shuzo Co., Ltd.). Biotmylated oligonucleotide (30 bases) was hybridized

with the ssDNA template by annealing at 90 OC for five minutes in an

annealing buffer. Unhybridized oligonucleotides were rcmoved by
centrifugation, and the hybridized DNA was solved in 1E buffer. The
solution was resuspended in a O.50/o formaldehyde solution and incubated
with equivalent streptavidin-coated colloidal Au particles (5 nm diameter,

Amersham) for five hours at room temperature. This resulted in the fmal

concentrations of the DNA and the Au-9
particles
M.
'Ihe both being 10

2+deposited
DNA-Au complexes were
a Mg by
coated
micaon
substrate
placing 10 pl (one drop) of the DNA-Au solution on the substrate for five

minutes. The solution was removed by blowing, and the samples were then
observed by tapping-mode AFM (Seiko instruments inc.) in air.
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A-3 Resultsanddiscussion
in aqueous solution, the nucleic acid bases make pairs in the same
strand of the ssDNA molecule. That causes the higher ordered stmcture of

ssDNA as shown in Fig. A-2(a). Formaldehyde in the solution, which
prevents self hybridization, is essential for reduction of the secondary

stmcture of ssDNA molecules (Fig. A-2(b)). Fig. A-3 shows AFM images
indicating the effects of formaldehyde on the higher order structure of

ssDNA. in Fig. A-3(a), the ssDNA deposited from the solution wmbout
formaldehyde gives the protrusion of 15 nm, which is much 1arger than the

height of ssDNA (about O.5 nm). in contrasg as shown in Fig. A-3(b), the

formaldehyde in the ssDNA solution changes the protrusion of ssDNA to

O.5 nm, which is consistent with the height data of ssDNA previousiy

reported by Thundat et al [6]. 'Ihis suggests that formaldehyde is
indispensable to AFM observation of the DNA based nano-structure using

ssDNA.
Aii AFM image ofa DNA-Au complex is shown in Fig. A-4(a). An Au

particle is combined with the circular ssDNA as intended. When
biotinylated oligonucleotide was not hybridized with a ssDNA template,

AFM observation revealed that no DNA-Au complexes were present. This

indicates that an Au particle can be combined with a ssDNA template
molecule only when biotinylated oligonucleotides are present, as expected

from Fig. A-1. The length of the ssDNA template in Fig. A-4(a) is about
600 nm, which is much shorter than the expected length of 7.2 kb ssDNA
but consistent with other reports [6]. This suggests that the secondary
stmcture of the ssDNA is not perfectly eliminated by a O.50/o formaldehyde
solution.
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Tal)le 1

Yrield of DNA-Au complex in the samples incubated with and without the probe
DNA. AuO, Aul and Au2 mean the ssDNA combined with no particle, one particle
and more than two particles, respectively. Others means the complex including
unidentified particles which are 1arger than 7 um. The tota1 sampling numbers are 46

and 93 for Mith probe ssDNA and Mithoutprobe ssDNA, respectively.

AuO
With probe ssDNA 670/o

Au1

Au2

Others

150/o

40/o

140/o

Without robessDNA 900/o

se/o

10/o

40/o

The measured height of the Au panicle is 4.6 nm, which is fairly close
to the size of the Au particles used.

The conjugation of Au particle with ssDNA shows the variations.
Figure A-5 shows an AFM image of ssDNA mixed with Au particles. 'Ihe
ssDNA observed can be classified into: (a) one Au particle combined with a

ssDNA; (b) no Au particle combined with a ssDNA; (c) more than two Au
panicles combined with a ssDNA. This indicates the hybridization does not

accrue completely. We examined the yield ofDNA-Au complexes classified
by the number of the combined particles whose size are ranged from 3 to 7
nm height. This size range is set to 99.99 O/o disuibution ofthe colloida1 Au

particles. Furtliermore, the yield was compared between the sample
incubated with and without the probe ssDNA. in Table 1, AuO, Aul and

Au2 mean the ssDNA combined with no particle, one particle and more
than two particles, respectively. Others means the complex includmg
unidentified particles, which are 1arger than 7 nm height. Wnh the probe

ssDNA, the template ssDNAs combined with one panicle (Aul) were
generated at a rate of 15 O/o. The remainders can be classified AuO (67 O/o),

Au2 (4 e/o) and Others (14 O/o). On the other hand, without the probe ssDNA,

Aul were counted at arate of5 e/o in the analysis of sectional proMes.
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However, it was found that this yield appears due to the secondary structure

because the feature in images is quite different from the Au particles.

Accordmgly, the Au particle can be combined with the ssDNA template
molecule only under the existence of the probe ssDNA, as expected from
Fig. A-1. This result derives the intrinsic reaction probability for the DNA-

Au complex by the biotin-streptavidm reaction is about 10 O/o in this

experment.

A-4 Conclusion
lhe Au-DNA conjugation was controlled by Watson-Crick base pairing
interaction and biotin-streptavidm interaction. 'I he one-to-one binding of Au

nano-particles to ssDNA molecules was confirmed by AFM. The yield of
the one-to-one bindmg was about 10 O/o. This value is smak to arrange
several panicles. These results, however, indicate that this method is usefu1

for the controlled arrangement of Au nano-particles on a ssDNA template.
Further improvements are required in reducing the secondary stmcture and

ftxing the ssDNA on a substrate. This approack however, would provide a
new strategy for the fabrication ofDNA-based nano-structures suitable for a
wide range of applications.
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Fig. A-1

Strategy for the controlled addition of an Au particle to a template
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) molecule. A biotinylated oligonucleotide

(probe DNA) is hybridized with the template ssDNA molecule. A
streptavidin coated Au panicle (5 nm diameter) is bonded to the probe
ssDNA by a biotin-streptavidin reaction.
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Fig. A-2
Schematic illustration of the effect of formaldehyde.
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Fig. A-3

(a) AFM image of a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) molecule
deposited from aqueous solution. The height of the single-

stranded DNA is 15 nm. (b) AFM image of ssDNA deposited
from O.5 O/o formaldehyde aqueous solution. The height ofssDNA
molecule is O.5 um.
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Fig. A-4

(a) AFM image of an Au-DNA conjugation. The Au particle is marked
with arrow. (b) The sectional profile across the Au particle at the line
indicated in (a). The height ofthe single-stranded template DNA and the
Au panicle are O.7 nm and 4.6 nm, respectively.

Fig. A-5

AFM images ofproducts. A template DNA is combined with (a) a
Au particle, (b) no Au particle and (c) more than two Au particles.
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